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MUSIC IN CENTRAL JAVA 
Text by Benjamin Brinner 

Instructional Materials by J. Bryan Burton 
 

Activities are keyed as follows: 
AA = all ages   
E = elementary students (particularly grade 3-6)  
 S = secondary (middle school and high school, grades 7-12) 
C/U = College and university 

 

 
Chapter 5 

Melodic Elaboration and Training in the Arts 
 
 

Rebab, Gender, and Other Elaborating Instruments 
 
The rich texture of a full gamelan consists of many interwoven threads of sound from gongs 
which delineate the colotomic structure through drum-driven rhythm, and layers of melody 
played in a heterophonic style by an array of instruments and/or sung by solo female voice or 
male chorus. In addition to these basic layers previously examined, elaborating instruments 
provide further rhythmic and melodic nuances. The following questions and activities guide 
classroom learning for pages 88-93. 
 

1. The rebab has been termed the “leader of the melody.” What are the three choices of role 
for the rebab player? 

2. Why is the rebab considered a difficult instrument to master? 
3. Describe the physical structure of the rebab. 
4. What are the three registers of the more than two-octave range of the rebab? Why is this 

range important in the leadership role of the rebab?  
5. During passages in which the balungan is compressed on limited range instruments such 

as the saron or slenthem, what is the crucial role played by the rebab? 
 
Listening Interlude 1: 
         

(1) Listen to CD track 10 (“Ketawang Subakastawa”) focusing upon the rebab. 
(2) In which register does the rebab begin playing? 
(3) At what time code does the rebab shift register? What is the new register? 
(4) Listen to CD track 10 once again, following both the rebab and the pesindhèn. To what 

extent does the pesindhèn imitate the rebab’s shift in register? 
(5) What purpose did the rebab’s shift to the high register serve? 
 

 
6. Compare/contrast the roles of the rebab and gendèr.  
7. What is meant by the lagu of a piece? 
8. Describe the contrasting playing styles of the rebab and gendèr. 
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Listening Interlude 2: 
 

(1) Listen to the middle section ((3:41-5:48) of CD track # 21. 
(2) Focus on the gendèr and describe how it weaves around the melody of the rebab. 
 

 
9. Using the information on pages 90-91, create a chart describing other elaborating 

instruments. Provide a description of the physical structure of each instrument, the 
playing technique, and role in the gamelan. 

 
Chart 5.1 

Elaborating Instruments 
 

Instrument Physical Structure Playing Technique Role 
Suling 
 

   

Gambang 
 

   

Siter 
 

   

Gendèr 
 

   

Gendèr panerus 
 

   

 
Listening Interlude 3: 
 

(1) Listen to CD track # 25 and listen to each elaborating instrument. 
(2) Identify the time code when each instrument begins to play 
(3) How often do these instruments coincide with the balugan? 
 

 
10. Why was Pak Cokro able to begin playing the siter at the age of five?  
11. How does its manner of playing enable a musician to play pieces with which he is not 

altogether familiar? 
12. What methods may a musician employ to create a single melody on either the siter or 

gendèr panerus?  
 

Listening Interlude 4: 
 

(1) While following Figure 5.1/Handout 5.1, compare gendèr and gambang idioms on CD 
track # 30. 

(2) Review irama as well, noting that the first part is in irama 1 while the second part is in 
irama 2. 

(3) Compare the density of gendèr and gambang parts to the melody played on the saron. 
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Figure 5.1/Handout 5.1 
 

 
 
 

Céngkok, Variation, and the Transmission of Musical Knowledge 
 
The idiom for each of the elaborating parts consists of playing techniques appropriate to 
each instrument and of a stock set of basic patterns called céngkok. The playing 
techniques vary only a little from one performer to the next. The following questions and 
activities guide classroom learning for pages 93-96. 
 
AA 
 

1. Identify some of the playing techniques of the rebab and gènder unique to each 
instrument. 

2. Explain how the three themes of flexibility, appropriateness, and 
interconnectedness offer means of understanding the basic working of céngkok. 

3. How may basic patterns be transformed to conform to ideas of appropriateness? 
Give examples specific to instrument. Give several examples of how patterns for 
one instrument may be interconnected with those of another instrument. 

4. Discuss how musicians are able to transfer knowledge of one piece to another. 
5. How have these traditional practices become employed in the curriculum of state 

schools for the arts? 
6. Describe the form of basic céngkok for the gènder. 
7. Why are village musicians considered to be more instinctive than those trained in 

state arts schools? 


